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Abstract

If an e-services approach to electronic commerce is to become widespread, standard-
isation of ontologies, message content and message protocols will be necessary. In
this paper, we present a lifecycle of a business-to-business e-commerce interaction,
and show how the Semantic Web can support a service description language that
can be used throughout this lifecycle. DAML+OIL is a sufficiently expressive and
flexible service description language to be used not only in advertisements, but also
in matchmaking queries, negotiation proposals and agreements. We also identify
which operations must be carried out on this description language if the B2B life-
cycle is to be fully supported. We do not propose specific standard protocols, but
instead argue that our operators are able to support a wide variety of interaction
protocols, and so will be fundamental irrespective of which protocols are finally
adopted.
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1 Introduction

Electronic commerce is having a revolutionary effect on business. It is chan-
ging the way businesses interact with consumers, as well as the way they
interact with each other. Electronic interactions are increasing the efficiency
of purchasing, and are allowing increased reach across a global market.
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With the increasing availability of the web, a more open e-commerce environ-
ment is developing, allowing businesses to trade more flexibly with each other.
Some of this openness is achieved by competition between web portals, while
some competition occurs within a single web portal, acting as a marketplace
for buyers and sellers to meet.

The e-commerce community is creating new infrastructures to support high-
level business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer interactions on the
web. The effort is concentrated on defining a new generation of electronic data
interchange protocols, mostly based on XML (like OASIS, BizTalk and Roset-
taNet) and on creating new kinds of e-business services such as agent-mediated
B2B e-commerce, and knowledge-driven customer relationship management.

On the other hand, with the semantic web initiative, the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) is developing a range of proposals aimed at supporting
intelligent information intensive operations over the web. The emphasis is on
enriching the web’s data markup languages with knowledge representation
features, to permit inference over the content of web pages (prominent ini-
tiatives include DAML+OIL, and RDF). Its goals include the production of
internet-scale inference mechanisms, knowledge markup languages, and active
information-seeking services.

The goal of this paper is to explore how semantic web technology can provide
support to the business-to-business e-commerce lifecycle. In particular, we
study the early (pre-contractual) phases of the lifecycle. We present a con-
ceptual framework for modelling business-to-business interactions. Within it,
we experiment with semantic web technology (in particular DAML+OIL) as
a mean to express semantically rich descriptions of services and goods. It is
important to note that the environment here presented can be used both for
automated interactions, but also to provide structured interactions between
humans

This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we introduce our conceptual
framework. In section 3 we explore the phases of matchmaking and negoti-
ation in detail, with particular attention to the operations that are carried
out on the messages that participants exchange. In section 4, we identify the
need for a declarative language for service descriptions, derive requirements
for it and show that DAML+OIL satisfies them. We also present a set of
example service descriptions used at various stages in the B2B e-commerce
interaction lifecycle. In section 5, we specify the operations that are required
during the B2B lifecycle, and demonstrate that they can be straightforwardly
be implemented on a description logics reasoner (section 6). We then discuss
related work (section 7) and we conclude presenting our future work intentions
(section 8).
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2 E-Services Framework

We have developed a lifecycle model to help us understand the interactions
which take place between businesses engaged in e-commerce. This model
(based on that in [1]) follows the lifecycle of an interaction between two (or
more) parties and has the following stages:

Matchmaking: A trader locates other traders that it could potentially do
business with. This is done by some traders placing advertisements, and
others making queries over these advertisements.

Negotiation: The trader enters into negotiation with one or more of these
potential business partners, to see if they can agree mutually acceptable
terms of business. This is done through an interchange of negotiation pro-
posals describing constraints on an acceptable deal. The outcome of this is
an agreement, specifying the terms that both parties consider acceptable.
These terms could include a definition of the good or service being traded,
price, delivery date, etc.

Contract Formation: The agreement is transformed into a legally binding
contract.

Contract Fulfillment: The parties carry out the agreed transaction, within
the parameters specified in the contract. The transaction may be automat-
ically monitored, and parties would be warned if any behaviour outside the
agreed terms of the contract takes place.

If this open e-commerce environment is to become pervasive, interactions
throughout this lifecycle must be standardised by the industries using it.
Standardisation must take place at three levels:

(1) Standards for business-specific ontologies which describe goods, services
and contracts being traded. These ensure that when one trader uses a set
of terms to describe a given good, another trader will be able to interpret
them accurately.

(2) Standards for specifying the format of advertisements, proposals, con-
tracts and other constructs which are used during B2B interactions.
These standards would specify the syntax of these constructs, with the
semantics being defined by the ontologies. Hence, these standards need
not be business-specific.

(3) Standards that specify the protocols which traders use to interact with
each other during different phases of the B2B lifecycle. These determ-
ine the messages that are sent back and forth containing the standard
constructs described above.

The ARPA knowledge-sharing project [2] was the first to tackle these stand-
ardisation issues, albeit in the domain of information exchange rather than
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e-commerce. Ontolingua [3] provides a tool for defining standard ontologies,
KIF [4] a language for representing information and KQML [5] a set of mes-
sages for exchanging this information. The FIPA [6] agent standardisation
effort has defined a messaging language, and protocols for conducting B2B
interchanges such as auctions. While some of the ideas developed in these ef-
forts are clearly important (such as the notion of advertising and facilitators),
they do not provide appropriate primitives for defining the constructs used in
e-commerce.

The focus of this paper is primarily on standardisation of B2B constructs
(point 2). As a result of this, we assume the existence of appropriate domain-
specific ontologies. We believe that the semantic web provides an opportunity
to develop a service description language that can be used throughout the
lifecycle of interaction, rather than just at the advertising phase.

In the industry standard arena, initiatives such as UDDI [7], ebXML [8] and
WSDL [9] are gaining momentum. However, they offer limited support for on-
tologies, semi-structured data and constraints which are essential when mod-
elling B2B constructs as we shall discuss in section 4, and have argued more
fully in [10].

In this paper, we demonstrate that a DAML+OIL [11] based service descrip-
tion language is sufficiently expressive and flexible that it can be used not
only in advertisements, but also in matchmaking queries, negotiation propos-
als and agreements. We also identify which operations must be carried out on
this description language if the B2B lifecycle is to be fully supported. We do
not propose specific standard protocols, but instead argue that our operat-
ors are able to support a wide variety of interaction protocols, and so will be
fundamental irrespective of which protocols are finally adopted.

3 Matchmaking and Negotiation

In this paper, we focus on the first two stages of the e-commerce lifecycle
presented above: Matchmaking and Negotiation. We now describe these phases
in detail, showing the different interaction protocols that can be used. We
identify commonalities between the different protocols, to allow us to develop
a service description language and set of operators able to support them all.
We also identify commonalities between the different stages, to allow the same
service description language and operator set to support both stages in the
lifecycle.

As [12] demonstrates, different protocols may be appropriate in different situ-
ations, depending on the expected message flow. Hence, it is not appropriate
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to standardise on a unique protocol for all agent systems. Instead, we should
allow choice from a variety of such protocols, but standardise aspects of the
roles which are common to all of them. Protocol specifications determine where
information is stored, and how appropriate messages are passed to access it.
Role specifications determine how the information is represented, accessed and
used.

3.1 Matchmaking

Matchmaking is the process whereby potential trading partners become aware
of each other’s existence [13]. A buyer wishing to purchase access to a service
must locate potential service providers able to meet its needs. The buyer’s re-
quirements may initially be not fully specified, and the service providers may
be able to offer a range of services. The process of matchmaking should not
result in the service becoming fully specified: this is the purpose of the negoti-
ation phase which follows. Instead, the matchmaking phase should result in a
buyer (or service provider) having a list of potential trade partners, each with
an associated partially specified service description. This description defines
the set of possible services the provider can offer which are of interest to the
buyer.

There are many different protocols which can be used to accomplish this. Work
on information brokerage using KQML [5] or the FIPA proposed standards [6]
have identified the majority of these.

Despite these different agent architectures and communication protocols that
can be used to achieve the matchmaking process, we can identify clear roles
which are common to all of them. We have a repository of information about
services or service requirements, which is maintained by the repository host.
Agents adopting advertiser role are willing to advertise descriptions of services
in the repository. These are usually, though not always, service providers.
(They may be buyers, advertising a service request, or may be marketplaces
offering environments where such services can be traded.) Similarly, agents
adopting the seeker role wish to locate appropriate advertisers. Seekers can
query a repository, via the repository host, and may be able to browse the
repository.

We now show how these roles are assigned on some canonical examples.

(1) A buyer agent broadcasts its requirements to all agents in the system,
irrespective of their abilities. Those agents able to meet the buyer’s needs
reply with information about what they are able to offer (as in the start
of the Contract Net negotiation protocol [14]). The roles are as follows:
the buyer adopts the seeker role, and all service providers adopt the role
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of advertiser and repository host. However, the repository is local to the
service provider, and only contains information about their own service
offerings. The buyer must broadcast their query.

(2) An agent community has a centralised facilitator agent, which provides a
yellow-pages service. Service providers send advertisements, consisting of
descriptions of the service they offer, to the facilitator. Buyers send quer-
ies, and receive lists of providers potentially able to satisfy their require-
ments in response. UDDI provides a simple example of such a service.
For use-case analyses of these and variants on this protocol, see [10]. In
this third protocol, the facilitator agent plays the role of repository host.

For the advertiser to place an advert, it must be able to specify the set of
services it is interested in trading. In many cases, these services will not be fully
specified immediately. Because of this, it needs a language which is rich enough
to allow an abstraction of a service to be advertised, together with constraints
over that abstraction. Similarly, for a seeker to make a query, it must be able
to specify, as an abstraction together with constraints, the set of services it
is interested in. When a query is made, this is treated as a constraint on the
acceptable set of services to the seeker. The repository host must identify which
advertisements are compatible with the query. An advertisement is compatible
with a query if there is at least one instantiation of the advertisement which is
also an instantiation of the query. The repository host responds with a list of
all such advertisers and their advertisements. Ideally, it would also return an
abstraction of a service, together with constraints, specifying the most general
solution acceptable to both the seeker and the advertiser.

3.2 Negotiation

The negotiation stage of the e-commerce interaction lifecycle refines the ab-
stract service specification from the matchmaking phase to a concrete agree-
ment between two parties. Negotiation can be one-to-one, one-to-many or
many-to-many, and as a result, many different protocols have been designed
to carry this out. Negotiation protocols determine the interchange of messages
which take place during negotiation, and the rules by which the negotiators
must abide. One-to-one protocols [15] include the shop-front, where a seller
simply offers a good at a fixed price, and iterated bargaining, with buyer and
seller taking turns to exchange proposed agreements. One-to-many protocols
include the English auction, the Dutch auction and the Contract Net [14].
Many-to-many protocols include the Continuous Double Auction and the Call
Auction [16].

In the same way we analysed the different protocols for matchmaking in sec-
tion 3.1, we can analyse the different negotiation protocols and identify roles
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and behaviours common to all. Because of the rich variety of negotiation pro-
tocols available, this is more complex than the matchmaking case. We present
our full analysis of the commonalities in [17], and use this analysis to define
a general software framework for negotiation. This framework abstracts away
from the particular message interchange required for a given protocol, and can
be parameterised with rules to implement different protocols.

From the analysis of the negotiation protocols presented above, and others, we
can identify certain abstract roles, data structures and behaviours common to
all. In each case there are at least two negotiation participants trying to make
a deal with each other. In addition, there is at least one (possibly more) nego-
tiation host, responsible for enforcing the rules of the negotiation and ensuring
it goes smoothly. Before negotiation can begin, the parties must have agreed
what the negotiation will be about (usually as a result of the matchmaking
process). Hence, this places a restriction on the parameters and values to be
negotiated. We call this restriction the negotiation template. The negotiation
template refers to a common ontology accepted by all participants in the ne-
gotiation. It defines a schema for valid negotiation proposals that participants
submit to each other. The schema declares which fields are admissible and
how their values are constrained. A proposal is a further refinement of the
negotiation space that represents a configuration of parameters that would be
acceptable to the submitter. The result of the negotiation process is an agree-
ment. That is a configuration of parameters that is non-ambiguous and can
be used during the execution phase to instantiate the service. Therefore we
can define the negotiation process as the process through which participants
move from a pre-agreed negotiation template to an agreement, via an exchange
of negotiation proposals. A single negotiation may involve many parties, res-
ulting in several agreements between different parties and some parties who
do not reach agreement. For example, a stock exchange can be viewed as a
negotiation where many buyers and many sellers meet to negotiate the price
of a given stock. Many agreements are formed between buyers and sellers, and
some buyers and sellers fail to trade.

Reviewing the three example protocols described above, we can represent them
in terms of our abstract roles and behaviours.

The Contract Net manager is both negotiation participant (as buyer) and
negotiation host. The contractor is a negotiation participant (as seller). The
bid specification within the task announcement defines the negotiation tem-
plate, and the bids made by contractors are negotiation proposals. The award
specification is the final agreement, determined by the contract net manager.

During iterated bargaining, there are two negotiation participants. One, pos-
sibly both, will also play the role of negotiation host (to ensure that the other
party submits proposals at the appropriate time, in an appropriate format.)
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The negotiation template will be agreed prior to the negotiation, usually as
the output of the matchmaking process. Each proposal is a fully instantiated
version of the template, and when one party agrees to the proposal of the
other, that proposal becomes the agreement.

In an auction, there is one seller participant (who remains silent after spe-
cifying the good for sale), many buyer participants, and the auctioneer who
acts as the negotiation host. The negotiation template is fully instantiated
to define exactly what good/service is for sale in the auction, except for the
price which remains undetermined. The seller participant lodges a proposal
with the auctioneer which states that they are willing to sell the good, and
the minimum price they will accept. Buyers announce proposals, in the form
of versions of the negotiation template with the price instantiated to their
current bid. When no more proposals arrive, the last proposal is used as an
agreement, provided the price is higher than the minimum price in the buyer’s
original proposal.

In [17] we have standardised some aspects of negotiation protocol checking,
and parameterise these actions with declarative rules to enact different negoti-
ation protocols. We also have developed a taxonomy of these negotiation rules.
While a full presentation of this aspect of our work is beyond the scope of this
paper, we now describe the three rules that are relevant to service description:

Validation Rule: When participants submit proposals, they first need to
be validated with respect to the negotiation template. The validation step
consists in making sure that the proposal is a more constrained form of
the agreement template. That is, the constraints over the parameters in
the proposal must be tighter that the corresponding ones in the agreement
template. The constraints represent acceptable values to the proposing par-
ticipant. (Often, these constraints will be a single acceptable value of a
parameter.)

Improvement Rule: Given a a set of existing proposals within a negoti-
ation, the improvement rule specifies what new proposals may be posted.
For example, auctions often have a ‘bid improvement’ rule that requires any
new proposal to buy to be for a higher price than previous proposals.

Agreement Formation Rule: If an agreement is to be made, there must be
at least two valid proposals which are compatible with each other. Proposals
are compatible if there is an identical fully-instantiated form of each.

Much work has gone into standardising the different protocols used in ne-
gotiation (for instance [6]) though this (rightly) accepts that many different
protocols must be available. However, these standards do not standardise the
agreement formation process, or the validation process. We propose that these
actions, which are common to all negotiations, should also be standardised.
Hence we introduce a language for describing templates, proposals and agree-
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ments and operations on this language to carry out proposal validation and
agreement formation. Furthermore, we design this language to be sufficiently
general and flexible to cover the matchmaking phase.

4 Description of Services

In the previous section we have highlighted the information constructs that are
exchanged in messages during matchmaking and negotiation, irrespective of
what protocol is used. We have categorized them as advertisements, queries,
negotiation proposals, negotiation templates and agreements. We have also
identified the operations that are carried out on these constructs: matching,
proposal validation, protocol checking and agreement formation. If these con-
structs and operations are to be standardised, we wish to build the constructs
from a declarative language for describing services. Furthermore, we need to
show that this declarative language can support the required operations over
it. We now identify the requirements on this language, and then show that a
DAML+OIL based language satisfy these requirements.

4.1 Requirements

A description language for the B2B e-commerce lifecycle should satisfy the
following requirements:

(1) Descriptions should offer a high degree of flexibility. During the e-com-
merce lifecycle, services will be described with different degrees of com-
plexity and completeness. For instance a negotiation proposal may be
very descriptive in some aspects, but leave others less specified and open
for further negotiation.

(2) Descriptions should express restrictions and constraints. Whether it is an
offer or a request, it is often the case that what is expressed is not a single
instance of a service but rather a conceptual definition of the acceptable
instances. A natural way of describing this is by expressing constraints
over the parameters of the service.

(3) Descriptions should easily lend themselves to performing the operations
described in the negotiation and matchmaking sections. In particular,
matching of advertisements with queries during matchmaking; validation
of negotiation proposals against the negotiation template; and compatib-
ility checking of two negotiation proposals to determine if an agreement
can be made.

(4) Descriptions need to share a common semantics. Moreover descriptions
should be able to use vocabularies created by different standard bodies or
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industry sectors. Therefore support for interoperable ontologies is needed.

4.2 DAML+OIL based service descriptions

DAML+OIL [11] is a description logic based ontology language developped
by the DAML DARPA programme.

DAML+OIL meets the requirements introduced in section 4.1:

(1) DAML+OIL is based on RDF [18] which supports semi-structured data.
(2) Constraints can be expressed with DAML+OIL property restrictions.

DAML+OIL provides a rich set of description logic class constructors
to build class expressions. However, it only supports unary constraints
on datatypes which may not be sufficient for general e-commerce ap-
plications (for instance if the shipping cost needs to be linked with the
dimensions of the good). A more expressive description logic supporting
n-ary datatype constraints (like SHOQ(Dn) [19]) may then be needed.
DAML+OIL will be expressive enough for e-commerce applications where
commodity goods are being traded (for instance all standard corporate
purchases) since no such constraints occur.

(3) DAML+OIL is a good candidate for expressing descriptions that will be
subject to the operations of matching, proposal validation and agreement
formation described in section 3. As we will see in the next section, all
our operations can be expressed in terms of the subsumption operation
[20]. DAML+OIL descriptions lend themselves very well to this operation
and mature tools exist (such as the SHIQ reasoners Racer [21] and
FaCT [22]) that can perform this operation on DAML+OIL models.

(4) DAML+OIL is an ontology language and provides clear semantics. Onto-
logy editor tools such as OilEd [23] make the generation of new
DAML+OIL ontologies for service descriptions much easier.

4.3 E-commerce constructs

In this section, we explain how we use DAML+OIL to describe the vari-
ous descriptions that are used in the e-commerce lifecycle. While other more
general efforts like DAML-S [24] already use DAML+OIL in their service de-
scriptions, we show here how DAML+OIL is suitable for e-commerce, and
especially automated negotiation 1 .

1 We are using DAML-S Service Profile in our implementation (see section 6) but
for the purpose of clarity we describe the e-commerce constructs in DAML+OIL
only.
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We recognise that service description ontologies and domain specific ontologies
will have an important role to play in order to achieve the semantic level of
agreement between the various parties. For the sole purpose of the following
examples, we define a simple ontology for the sale and delivery of computers.
To keep the descriptions concise, we have chosen to use the description logics
notation.

The description ontology: We use the ECConstruct class as a common
superclass for Advertisement, Query, Template and Proposal. As we will
see later, an agreement is not modelled as a class but as an instance. More
precisely, an agreement is an instance of a particular negotiation template.

ECConstructv>
AdvertisementvECConstruct

QueryvECConstruct

TemplatevECConstruct

ProposalvECConstruct

The sale ontology: Two services are defined in this ontology: Sale and
Delivery. A Sale describes the sale of one Product through the object
property, for a unit price and a quantity given by the respective datatype
properties.

We have chosen to model the service of Sale to include the buyer and
seller roles as properties. In doing so, we allow the buyer (resp. the seller)
to specify who they are and who they would like to do business with.

Salev (= 1 buyer.Participant) u
(= 1 seller.Participant) u
(= 1 item.Product) u
(= 1 quantity.positiveInteger) u
(= 1 unitPrice.nonNegInteger) u
(= 1 delivery.Delivery)

Deliveryv (= 1 location.P lace) u
(= 1 date.date)

The PC ontology: The PC class is a subclass of Product and must have one
Processor and one amount of memory.

PC vProduct u
(= 1 hasProcessor.Processor) u
(= 1 memory.positiveInteger)

Processor
.
= {PentiumIII, Pentium4, Athlon}
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The Participant ontology: Public information about prospective advert-
isers and negotiators is organized in an ontology, following the yellow pages
model. The ontology is built from information that individuals and/or com-
panies are requested to provide at registration time. Such information is
then used at matchmaking and negotiation time to verify compatibility of
advertisements and proposals. For instance a buyer requiring service pro-
vision from an ISO9001 certified company, will only be matched with ad-
vertiser that declare to have ISO9001 certification. For the purpose of the
examples, we define some disjoint classes R1, R2, and R3 that will represent
participant identities.

We now give define the e-commerce constructs. The examples will use the
ontologies we have just defined.

4.3.1 Advertisement

An advertisement is expressed as a DAML+OIL class defined as the boolean
combination of a set of restrictions over abstract properties and datatype
properties. In Description Logics terms, advertisements are expressed as T-
Boxes.

The following example shows an advertisement where R1 would like to buy
some PCs. More precisely, R1 is advertising for the Sale and Delivery service.
The restrictions over the Sale concept are that:

• items must be PCs with at least 128 Mb of memory;
• quantity of PCs being bought will be less than 200;
• unit price must be less than 700;
• the seller must be located in Europe.

The restrictions on the Delivery service are the following:

• goods must be delivered before the 15/12/2001;
• goods must be delivered in Bristol.

In description logics notation, this advertisement can be written as:

Advert1
.
= Advertisement u Sale u
∀buyer.R1 u
∀seller.(∀isLocated.Europe) u
∀item.(PC u ∀memory.over128) u
∀unitPrice.below700 u
∀quantity.below200 u
∀delivery.(Delivery u
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∀date.before20011215 u
∀location.Bristol))

As we can see from the ontology of the Sale service, we require both the
buyer and the seller roles to be part of the information that is specified in
the agreement. In the advertisement of a seller (resp. buyer), the seller (resp.
buyer) property will be restricted to to be the identifier of the participant.
Hence the restriction ∀buyer.R1 in the example.

4.3.2 Query

A Query is similar to an Advertisement. It is also a T-Box. We give an example
of a Query where the seeker is looking for buyers and sellers of PCs with a
processor whose speed is greater than 1,2 GHz. Because the roles are left
unspecified, the matches will be done against all buyers and sellers. This way
of matchmaking could lead to a many-to-many negotiation.

Query1
.
= Query u Sale u
∀item.(PC u ∀hasProcessor.(∀speed.over1200)

4.3.3 Negotiation Template

After matchmaking, some parties can choose to enter into negotiation to de-
termine the exact terms of service delivery. The negotiation template rep-
resents what is in common between all parties and is the starting point for
negotiation. It also serves as a guide to scope the negotiation: negotiation
proposals must comply with this template. In DAML+OIL terms, they would
have to be subclass of this template.

Template1
.
= Template u Sale u
∀item.(PC u ∀memory.256or512 u
∀hasProcessor.{Pentium4}) u
∀unitPrice.below700 u
∀quantity.between100and200 u
∀delivery.(∀date.before20011215))
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4.3.4 Negotiation Proposal

As stated above, a negotiation proposal must be a subclass of the negotiation
template associated with the ongoing negotiation. We now give an example of
negotiation proposal which satisfies the template Template1:

Proposal1
.
= Proposal u Template1

∀item.(PC u ∀memory.512) u
∀unitPrice.bellow500 u
∀quantity.over150

4.3.5 Agreement

When a negotiation terminates with an agreement acceptable to both parties,
this agreement must specify the service that is going to be exchanged in an
exact and non-ambiguous manner. Hence, whereas a negotiation proposal is a
T-box, an agreement must be a fully-instantiated instance of the negotiation
template. For this reason, we model an agreement as an A-Box.

An agreement is then represented in RDF. The type of the RDF resource
representing the agreement must be the DAML+OIL class defining the nego-
tiation template for the particular negotiation.

5 Operations over descriptions

We now return to the operations over descriptions which we identified in sec-
tion 3 as essential to support a variety of matchmaking and negotiation pro-
tocols. In this section, we present specifications of these operations, together
with examples of their operation, and identify the core functionality required
by a reasoner to execute them.

Matchmaking: Recall from section 3 that the matchmaking process requires
a repository host to take a query or advertisement as input, and to return
all advertisements which may potentially satisfy the requirements specified
in the input query or advertisement. Formally, this can be specified as:

Let α be the set of all advertisements in a given advertisement repository.
For a given query or advertisement, Q, the matchmaking algorithm of the
repository host returns the set of all advertisements which are compatible,
matches(Q):

matches(Q) = {Ai ∈ α|compatible(Ai, Q)}
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A set of descriptions are compatible if their intersection is satisfiable:

compatible(D1, . . . , Dn) ⇔ ¬(D1 u . . . uDn v ⊥)

For example, consider the following advertisement from a European com-
pany R2:

Advert2
.
= Advertisement u Sale u
∀seller.R2 u
∀buyer.¬R3 u
∀item.PC u
∀quantity.over100 u

The intersection of this advertisement with Advert1 above is satisfiable,
as AgreementBetweenR1andR2 is an instance of both advertisements. Hence,

Advert1 ∈ matches(Advert2)

Validation Rule: Recall from section 3 that the negotiation host, on receiv-
ing a proposal P , must initially check that it is valid. It is valid if it is a
more constrained version of the negotiation template T for this negotiation.
In description logic, this means that the negotiation host must check that
T subsumes P . Formally, this can be specified as:

validT (P ) ⇔ P v T

Agreement Formation: Recall from section 3 that agreement formation re-
quires the negotiation host to identify all pairs of proposals which are com-
patible. Protocol specific rules are then used to determine exactly which
of these pairs are used to form an agreement, and how exactly to generate
the final agreement. Compatibility can be determined using the compatib-
ility operator defined for matchmaking. Hence, the first stage of agreement
formation can be specified as follows:

Let Φ be the set of all valid proposals currently registered with the nego-
tiation host.

potentialAgreements(Φ) =

{(Pi, Pj)|compatible(Pi, Pj) ∧ i 6= j}

Protocol validation and protocol-specific aspects of agreement formation are
beyond the scope of this discussion. For a full discussion of these operations,
together with a rule-based approach to standardising them, see [17]. When
an agreement is formed, it can be verified a posteriori that the agreement
subsumes the proposals that were used to form it and therefore the original
negotiation template.
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Note that only two atomic operations are required to define the operations
specified above:

• satisfiability (¬(X v ⊥))
• subsumption (X v Y ).

A standard description logics reasoner is able to carry out both of these. Sat-
isfiability lies at the core of such a reasoner, as all other reasoning or inference
techniques are transformed into satisfiability checks. The subsumption oper-
ator is already defined by the DAML+OIL subClassOf, because our service
descriptions are expressed as DAML+OIL classes (i.e. description logics con-
cepts). A description logics reasoner can check whether two concepts subsume
each other [20]. Hence, a description logics reasoner provides a good platform
to implement the operations required in the B2B e-commerce interaction life-
cycle.

6 Implementation

We have a prototype system based on the Jade [25] agent platform for the
matchmaking and negotiation phases. There are four types of agents in this
system: Seeker, Provider, Negotiation Host and Negotiation Participant.

The negotiation rules are processed by the Jess rule-engine [26]. To see some
examples of rules in Jess format for the English Auction or the Continuous
Double Auction, see [17].

To implement the operations presented in section 5 for the validation rule, the
improvement rule and the agreement formation rule, we are using the Racer
[21] reasoner system. Racer supports almost all of the DAML+OIL description
logic and is one of the few reasoners to provide some support for concrete
domains. Racer currently supports integers and rationals, which covers most
of our needs.

We have chosen to implement the improvement rule using the description
logic reasoner rather than the rule engine. To this end, we have added a con-
struct which is internal to the negotiation host, the Validation Template. For
a negotiation in a given state, the Validation Template is the intersection of
the negotiation template with generated class expressions representing im-
provement rule constraints. Because the state of the negotiation evolves with
time (for instance the value of the current highest price), the negotiation host
must generate a validation template each time a new proposal is received. By
checking that the Validation Template subsumes the incoming proposal, the
negotiation host checks both rules at the same time: the validation rule and
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the improvement rule.

In this implementation, we have chosen to use DAML-S Service Profiles as
the basis to represent the e-commerce constructs presented above. DAML-
S [24] is a DAML+OIL service description ontology. It aims at facilitating
discovery, execution, interoperation, composition and execution monitoring of
web services. DAML-S defines the notion of Service Profile (what the service
does), Service Model (how the service works) and Service Grounding (how to
use the service). In this work, we are only concerned by the fact that a service
is represented by input and output properties of the Service Profile. Since
DAML-S is in DAML+OIL it is possible to apply property restrictions on the
service parameters in a similar way than in the examples presented above.
We model the participants with DAML-S Actors and use the more general
providedBy and requestedBy properties (instead of seller and buyer).

In terms of performance requirements, the matchmaking and negotiation pha-
ses are very different. To find a match for a particular advertisement, the
reasoner needs to check the satisfiability of the intersection of the advertise-
ment with each advertisement that has been previously submitted. With the
dataset we have (around 100 advertisements and queries), the time spent by
the reasoner is barely noticeable. We need to design a way to automatically
generate large amounts of meaningful data to put the system under a big-
ger load and study its behaviour. For negotiation, the number of descriptions
to manipulate is function of the number of participants in the negotiation.
Compared to matchmaking, the negotiation phase uses few but more complex
descriptions (which current reasoners can handle).

7 Related work

Work on service description for use in matchmaking is an important part of
developing open agent-based systems. However, work on developing such de-
scription languages [27–30] has focussed on their application in matchmaking
and brokering, ignoring the potential role of negotiation. Matchmaking is not
used to locate potential trade partners, but rather to determine the function-
ality of another agent prior to execution. As a result of this, agents advertise
exact specifications of their service (with some small amount of flexibility
left to the discretion of the service user). This works for a cooperative com-
munity of agents, but will not work for a competitive environment such as in
e-commerce. Instead, we treat the advertisement as an invitation to trade, and
so it will be less constrained. Additionally, we define appropriate operations to
support the negotiation phase, to refine an advertisement to a final agreement,
and use the same service description language throughout this process.
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DAML-S [24] and the Web Service Modeling Framework (WSMF) [31] are
general approaches to modelling electronic services. Their scope is not lim-
ited to B2B e-commerce, as they define general mechanisms to enrich Web
Services with declarative semantic information. It is important to note that
DAML-S and WSMF are not incompatible with our approach. In fact, both
DAML-S and WSMF are good candidate technologies for implementing our
framework. In particular, WSMF provides a mediation architecture that would
allow trading partners to interact even when they use heterogeneous ontolo-
gies or product catalogs. As mentioned in the previous section, we have used
some DAML-S concepts in our implementation. However, these standards are
still at the early stages and support tools are not mature or non-existent.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented an analysis of the B2B e-commerce interac-
tion lifecycle in terms of roles, information constructs and operations necessary
to carry out the interactions. We have argued that a variety of protocols can
be used for matchmaking and negotiation, but that the same information con-
structs and operations can be used to support them all. For this reason, we
advocate standardization of these constructs and operations, as opposed to
standardization on a single protocol. We have assessed the requirements on
an appropriate service description language for this, and have argued that
DAML+OIL meets these requirements. We have shown how DAML+OIL can
be used to represent advertisements, queries, negotiation templates, propos-
als and agreements. Furthermore, and more importantly, we have shown that
the key operations necessary to support B2B interactions can be expressed in
terms of satisfiability and subsumption - two operations which existing De-
scription Logics reasoners are capable of executing. Hence, the Semantic Web
provides an ideal framework for the standardization of the B2B e-commerce
interaction lifecycle.

Research on automation of negotiation requires the ability to assess the likely
utility of a given advertisement or negotiation proposal. In our service descrip-
tion language, such proposals and advertisements can be complex structures.
Up to now, most work on negotiation has assumed that only one parameter
(usually price) is being negotiated. Some work has been carried out on multi-
attribute negotiation (e.g. [32]) but this assumes a relatively simple utility
model. If we are to be able to assign utilities to complex proposals, then re-
search on tools to help people assess the value of different proposals (preference
extraction) will be necessary. It will also be necessary to represent the relative
utilities of a space of possible proposals. The application of Multi-Attribute
Utility Theory to negotiation [33] is a promising approach to do this. We are
currently working on ways of extending this work to assign utilities to complex
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service descriptions.

In this paper, we have not addressed the operations involved in moving from
the matchmaking phase to the negotiation phase. If only one matchmak-
ing query is made, and only one advertisement selected, then this process
is straightforward: the negotiation template is taken to be the intersection
between the query and the advertisement. However, if many queries are made
and many advertisements are matched, then the problem becomes more com-
plex. Clusters of potentially compatible participants must be formed, together
with appropriate negotiation templates. We hope to explore this issue in the
future.
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